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DISCLAIMER
THIS NEWSLETTER INCLUDES CLAIM PREVENTION TECHNIQUES THAT ARE DESIGNED TO MINIMIZE THE LIKELIHOOD OF BEING SUED FOR
LEGAL MALPRACTICE. THE MATERIAL PRESENTED DOES NOT ESTABLISH, REPORT, OR CREATE THE STANDARD OF CARE FOR ATTORNEYS.
THE ARTICLES DO NOT REPRESENT A COMPLETE ANALYSIS OF THE TOPICS PRESENTED, AND READERS SHOULD CONDUCT THEIR OWN AP-
PROPRIATE LEGAL RESEARCH.

BANKRUPTCY ACT EFFECTIVE DATE EXCEPTIONS
Here are some of the provisions of the Act for which there is an exception to the general
effective date of October 17, 2005:

• Sections 308, 322, and 330, relating to the homestead provisions
• Section 324, concerning the district courts’ exclusive jurisdiction over matters

pertaining to professionals employed in bankruptcy cases

• Section 325, addressing bankruptcy filing fees

• Section 434, setting forth specific reporting requirements by small business debt-
ors in Chapter 11

• Section 601, requiring the compilation and reporting of various data in consumer
bankruptcies

• Section 603, requiring random audits of individual Chapter 7 and 13 cases

• Section 1001, permanently reenacting the provisions of Chapter 12

• Section 1213, overruling the Deprizio rule

• Section 1221, requiring that transfers made by nonprofit debtors comply with ap-
plicable

nonbankruptcy law

• Section 1223, providing for additional bankruptcy judgeships

• Section 1234, amending provisions of Section 303 and involuntary cases

• Sections 1301 through 1306, making various amendments to the Truth in Lending
Act (TILA)

• Section 1401, increasing the cap on the wage priority

• Section 1402, expanding the look-back period for fraudulent transfers

• Section 1403, requiring reinstatement of certain retiree benefit plans

• Section 1404, amending a provision added by the Sarbanes-Oxley legislation that
made an exception

from discharge for certain debts relating to securities fraud

• Section 1405, requiring the U.S. Trustee to move for the appointment of a trustee
when there are

reasonable grounds to suspect fraud, dishonesty, or criminal conduct on the part
of certain corporate

officials

Some of the above provisions, such as the homestead provisions, became effective on
the date of enactment, April 20, 2005. A complete summary of the exceptions and their
effective dates is available on the Web site of the Commercial Law League of America
(CLLA). Go to www.clla.org, select NewsWire at the bottom of the page, then The New
Code on the left-hand sidebar, then scroll down to Frequently Requested Materials and
select “Effective Date and Exceptions to the General Effective Date,” by Catherine E.
Vance, Development Specialists, Inc.

Our thanks to the Commercial Law League of America (CLLA) for this information.


